
 

I hereby give consent for my personal data included in my application to be processed for the purposes of the 
recruitment process under the Personal Data Protection Act of the Republic of Poland as of 29 August 1997 
(consolidated text: Journal of Laws of the Republic of Poland 2016, item 922 as amended). 

Adam Karpierz 
akarpierz@gmail.com 

+48 604-78-43-76 
 
I am writing in response to your recruitment advertisement.  
I would like to submit a participation in the recruitment process. 
 
I am an experienced programmer with many years of practice. 
Basic information about my professional experience can be found in the attachments 
or on the website addresses:  
http://karpierz.net  
and more specific at: 
http://karpierz.net/CV/CV_eng.docx 
 
It is particularly interesting for me to work using Python, because I am enthusiast of 
Python and Python-centric technologies. 
Beside of Python my second main programming language is C/C++. 
 
About my interest of Python (and determination in finding a job related to this 
programming language) proves the fact that I am the owner of the domains: 
http://python.pl (publicly unavailable, used for development in the 
Linux/Python/Mono/IronPython environment) and http://python.org.pl for many years. 
I specialize in creating bridges between Python and C/C++/Java and other 
programming languages/software platforms/APIs. 
I also specialize in back-end Web development based on Python language. 
 
Twenty five years of my productive software experience in C/C++ very helps, so both 
the manual creating of Python modules in C as well as using of higher-level tools 
(ctypes, cffi, SWIG, Cython, comtypes) are my "daily bread". 
I also have extensive experience in combining Python with Java. 
It is not only about the use of Jython, but mainly for my own project jtypes (not 
available to the public for now) that is “compile-less” pure Python interface to the 
Java JVM  (based strictly on my own https://pypi.org/project/jni/ and 
https://pypi.org/project/jvm/). Methodologically - and in a large part also in terms of 
API – it is Jython’s equivalent based on the normal CPython. 
On this interface is based about a third of one of my last Python-related work. 
The second third is a work in CPython based on the interface to .NET (for instance all 
GUI of the application is done in Python through the .NET’s bridge). 
The remaining third is the programming in Python using Python’s interfaces made by 
me for all sorts (about 20) C/C++ APIs and programming using COM/DCOM/ActiveX 
in Python (comtypes, PythonWin). 
Some of my work in Python is publicly available: 
https://pypi.org/search/?q=karpierz 
https://github.com/karpierz?tab=repositories 
 
I will be grateful for the opportunity to present my qualifications in real work. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Adam Karpierz 
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